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ABSTRACT 
Given a system of linear differential equations near an irregular singularity of pole 
type, formal invariants are quantities that remain unchanged with respect to linear 
transformations of the system. While certain “natural” formal invariants can easily be 
observed in formal fundamental solution matrices, the algorithms for constructing 
them do not readily show how the invariants can be universally described as 
properties of the coefficient matrix of the system, and in particular of the individual 
constant matrices in the power-series expansion. Other invariants have been abstractly 
defined by mapping properties of the differential operator, but they are not im- 
mediately related to either the natural invariants or the coefficients. In this paper we 
show how certain invariants in the formal solution may be described and calculated 
through matrix-theoretic properties of the coefficients and at the same time show how 
they are related to ones for the differential operator. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Each system of linear differential equations having a singularity of pole 
type at z = 0, i.e., of the type 
Dy=z ‘+‘y’- A(z)y = 0, A(z) = ?A/, (0.1) 
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has a formal fundamental solution matrix (see [16] or [l]) which can be 
expressed in the form 
H(z) = F(zr’P)z’exp[Q(z-“P)], (0.2) 
where p is a positive integer, Q( z- ‘lp) = diag{ 9r( x- 1/p), . . . ,9,(x- ‘lp)} is a 
polynomial in zP lip without constant term, J is a constant matrix commut- 
ing with Q, and [F(z’/P)] * ’ are formal meromorphic series in zllp, i.e., 
expressions of the form 
F(&P) = +~mF’tm/p 
with F, = 0 for all but finitely many m < 0. Such an expression is called a 
formal root-meromorphic transformation, and it is easy to see that apart from 
the ordering of the diagonal elements, Q( z- ‘lp) is invariant with respect to 
the class of formal root-meromorphic transformations of (0.1). A particularly 
important formal invariant quantity is the “degree” of the exponential 
polynomial Q(z-‘/~), which we denote by h/p. For a more complete 
discussion of formal invariants of such differential equations see [l]. 
Aside from the algebraic consequences for the differential equation due to 
their invariance, the elements of Q( zP l/P) are of importance because, in light 
of the so-called asymptotic existence theorem (see [Zl]), they determine the 
main asymptotic behavior of all actual solutions as .a + 0 in sectors of 
sufficiently small angular opening. They are the most accessible quantities 
related to the solutions, and most methods of calculating actual solutions are 
based upon first calculating a formal fundamental solution 
Such formal solutions can be obtained by applying any of a variety of 
similar algorithms (see [16], [21], or [lo]) which, after a finite number of steps, 
calculate Q( z _ ‘lp) and J and th en in principle allow for the recursive 
calculation of the coefficients F, in F(z ‘jp). The actual implementation of 
an algorithm varies in algebraic complexity, depending upon the structure of 
A(z), and-except in the case when A, has all distinct eigenvalues (or cases 
that can easily be transformed into this situation)-it is difficult to see 
directly how Q(z-‘J’P) depends upon the coefficients of A(z). In studying 
this dependence, two questions naturally arise: 
(1) How many terms in CA,zm can influence the matrix Q(z-r/P), i.e., 
how stable are the entries of Q( z- ‘lp) with respect to perturbations of A(z)? 
(2) How can the invariants Q(z -r/p) be calculated from the relevant 
coefficients? Here, the emphasis is on how to explicitly see the dependence of 
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Q(z-l/P) on the coefficients, especially when some of the entries in the 
coefficients could be considered as parameters taking values in specified 
domains. 
The purpose of this paper is to answer certain questions of these types. In 
particular, Sections 1 and 4 are concerned with results about perturbations of 
the differential equations, while Sections 2 and 3 are concerned with methods 
for identifying the invariants in terms of quantities directly calculated from 
the coefficients in the expansion of A(z). In more detail, we describe the 
results that are obtained as follows: 
In Section 1 a perturbation theorem (Theorem 1) is proven that gener- 
alizes results of Lutz ([13] and [ll]). This type of perturbation result could be 
described as of a generic type in that the bound on the order of the 
perturbation terms depends only upon the dimension of the system, the rank 
of the singularity, and the degree of the difference between the exponential 
polynomials of the original and the perturbed equation. Roughly stated, the 
order of the allowed perturbation is proportional to the amount of Q( zP 1/p j 
which is preserved. In Section 4 a much finer type of perturbation result is 
obtained that depends also on the special structure of each particular matrix 
A(z). This result concerns perturbations of the regular singular (h/p = 0) 
differential equations and links the order of the allowed perturbation terms 
with quantities that also appear in two different methods of characterizing 
matrices A( Z) with this property. As a consequence, we obtain in this case an 
“exact” bound on the order of the perturbation in terms of a special formal 
analytic invariant associated with the differential equation. 
The results in Section 2 improve upon a result of Lutz [14] that related the 
invariant h/p to the growth of the sequence of pole orders of a sequence of 
so-called “Lie matrices.” The Lie matrices are recursively generated from 
A( z ), and the coefficients in their Laurent series expansion at 0 are polynomi- 
als in the matrices A,. For example, the result [ll] characterizing the case 
h/p = 0 could be interpreted as a finite set of homogeneous polynomial 
identities satisfied by the matrices A,, m = 0,. . . , M. Another method for 
characterizing the case h/p = 0 was given by Wagenfiihrer [17] in terms of 
the defects of another sequence of matrices associated with A(z). We show 
how the degree of nilpotency of these matrices is related to h/p and also to 
the sequence of pole orders of the Lie matrices. This allows h/p to be 
calculated in a finite number of steps from either sequence. 
In Section 3 we construct some further invariant numbers (in terms of the 
defects of the matrices considered by Wagenfiihrer) and show how these 
numbers may be used to calculate the degrees of the individual polynomials 
%(Z -1/p). This represents one way of extending the Newton-P&em polygon 
from scalar differential equations to systems. Other invariant numbers associ- 
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ated with (0.1) have been introduced by Katz (see Deligne [2, p. 451) and by 
Gerard and Levelt [7]. As a consequence of our results, we see how those 
numbers are related to ours and to the “natural’ invariants in (0.2) and also 
provide a means of calculating them directly from the coefficients in A(z). 
Wagenfiihrer [20] has also recently determined (using quite different 
methods from ours) the relation between the invariants defined by Gerard 
and Levelt and the defects of certain matrices very similar to ours, but 
containing two parameters. 
In establishing a correspondence between the invariant numbers defined 
directly in terms of the coefficients of A(z) and other invariants related to 
Q(z- l/P), an important intermediate role in the calculations is performed by 
the operators 
Iw(h)y = - .z ‘+‘y’+ A(z)y - AZ”-‘y, (0.3) 
where X is a complex parameter and r is an integer, 0 < r < s. In particular, 
the mapping properties of these operators on various subspaces gives an 
alternative way of viewing the invariants, and this yields an especially 
convenient way of proving their invariance. Direct verification of the invari- 
ance of these quantities in terms of the coefficients would be more difficult 
except in a few special cases. The invariance is also central to the arguments 
which link the quantities to the invariants in Q( z- lip), because it allows us to 
simplify the differential equation using the formal transformation F( z l/P). 
We note that since these problems are all formal in nature, one may as 
well assume that CA,.zm is just a formal power series. Then D and D(X) are 
operators on the set of formal power series in z, which we denote by 9, with 
coefficients in C(X)“, the set of n-dimensional vectors with rational 
entries in h. 
1. PERTURBATIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
NEAR AN IRREGULAR SINGULAR POINT 
Consider a differential equatiou (0.1) having a formal fundamental solu- 
tion given by a formal expression of the type (0.2). In this section we are 
interested in questions related to the number of coefficients in the expansion 
of A(z) that could have an influence in determining Q or a certain portion of 
Q. This is the same as asking how stable are the entries of Q with respect to 
perturbations in the coefficient matrix A(z). As we remarked in the introduc- 
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tion, for these purposes we do not require that A(z) have a convergent power 
series near 0, but only need to assume that A(z) has a formal power series in 
z. If A(z) is an analytic function in a sectorial neighborhood of 0 having the 
formal series as its asymptotic expansion as z + 0, then it is well known (cf. 
[21]) that actual solutions exist having H(z) as their asymptotic behavior as 
z + 0 in all subsectors of sufficiently small opening. So in this case our results 
can be interpreted as information on the order and type of the actual 
solutions. 
To construct a formal fundamental solution matrix H(z) for a given 
system of differential equations, one may apply one of the standard algo- 
rithms (see, e.g., [16] or [21]) that first reduces the differential equation into a 
quasidiagonal form, that is, the principal part of the coefficient matrix is 
diagonal up to, but not including, the coefficient of l/z. From these terms 
one can immediately calculate Q( Z- ‘jp), and if the coefficient of l/x is 
normalized (see [IS]), then J can be obtained as well. Finally the coefficients 
of the formal series can be calculated recursively. Hence 0 depends upon 
those coefficients in CA,Z” that are brought forward into the principal part 
by this reduction. 
A transformation produced by this algorithm consists of a finite number 
of elementary transformations of the following types: 
(1) (matrix) polynomials in z with invertible constant term; 
(2) changes of the independent variable z -+ zP, where p is a positive 
integer; and 
(3) shearing transform&ions of the form 
diag{zgl,..., zgn}, 
where gi are rational numbers. 
In assessing the influence of these transformations, one sees that only shearing 
transformations can bring forward terms into the principal part of the new 
coefficient matrix, and the extent to which a term in CA,z” can be advanced 
is governed by max ]gi - g j], which is called the span of the transformation. It 
is easy to see that only a finite number of the coefficients in CA+” can affect 
the principal part, but the algorithm does not yield itself well to determining, 
in advance, what this number could be. This is because the number and types 
of the elementary transformations are dependent upon the particular example. 
What is needed is to have some a priori information about the class of 
transformations that bring about a reduction to a quasidiagonal form. 
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A product of elementary transformations has an expansion of the form 
T(z”‘“)= ; T,.z~/~, 
- hT 
where p is a positive integer. More generally, it is convenient to allow 
M = + 00 and consider the class of all formal transformations with an 
expansion of this type whose determinant is not the zero series, so that its 
formal inverse is also in the same class. These are called formul root-meromor- 
phic transformations (near co) (cf. [l]). The span of such a transformation is 
defined by s(T) = w(T)+ w(T-‘), w h ere w(T) is the negative of the small- 
est power of z occurring in the expansion with nonzero coefficient. It can also 
be shown that the span has the following characterization: if T is factored 
into a Smith normal form as 
T(z”P) = f’(,‘/~)~Kfy~l/~), 
where Y? and p are formal power series in zllp with invertible constant term 
and K = diag(k,, , . . , k,), then ~(T)=max,.i,j~~Jki-kjl 
We now state our main result in this section on the effect of perturbations 
in the coefficient matrix. 
THEOREM 1.1. Consider any differential equation (0.1) having a formal 
fundamental solution matrix (O.Z), and let 1 denote any integer, 0 < 16 s. If 
B(z) is an arbitrary n x n matrix of formal power series, then the perturbed 
differential equation 
zs+%‘= [A(z)+z”‘“-“B(z)]? (1.1) 
has a formal jkndamentll solution matrix 
B(Z)= ~(z1/4)ziexp[6(z-“9)1 
where q is a positive integer and 
Q(Z_l/P) - Q(&/Q) = q-y 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
as z -+ 0 with arg z bounded. 
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REMAFUC 1.1. The entire exponential polynomial Q( zP l/P) is determined 
by the coefficients A,, . . . , A,,_ i. This follows by taking 1= 0 and noting 
that Q and Q do not have constant terms. It also follows in this case that 
p = q if both are minimally selected. 
REMARK 1.2. Since Q in general contains fractional powers, it is also 
reasonable and useful to allow 1 to be rational in the theorem. This case 
follows easily from the theorem by making a change of variable .z = t m in 
(0.1). One can also treat the case when the variable z occurs in a rational 
power ~2~” in the same manner. 
REMARK 1.3. If Q(.z-~/~) has “degree” h/p, i.e., Q(z-‘I”)= Qo~-h/P 
+ (lower-order terms), then h/p is called the order of the formal solution 
H(z). If (0.1) has H(z) with order h/p, then by taking I to be any rational 
number smaller than h/p, it follows that (1.1) has a formal solution H(z) 
with the same order and the same leading term (although not necessarily the 
same p). So if N is any integer satisfying N > n( s - h/p), the coefficients 
A,, A,,..., A,-, determine h/p as well as the leading term of Q(.z-l/p). 
Lutz [13] showed that the order h/p is determined by at most the first 
n(s - h/p) coefficients in the expansion of A(z), but that method does not 
yield the result on the leading term. 
REMARK 1.4. If Q( Z- 1/p) = 0, the point z = 0 is called a regular singulur 
point of (0.1). In this case p = 1 in H(z) and the formal series F(z) 
converges whenever the series for A(z) does. The theorem implies here that 
the perturbed equation 
zs+lx’= [A(z)+z”“B(z)]x 
also has a regular singular point at x = 0. This result was obtained by Lutz 
[ll] and also can be shown to follow from Moser’s reduction technique [ 151 at 
a regular singular point. 
The proof of Theorem 1 follows immediately from 
LEMMA 1.1. Let (0.1) have a f-1 fundamental solution (0.2), and let 
1 be a fixed but arbitrary integer 0 < 1~ s. Then there exists a formal 
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root-mermmnphic transformation x = f(z)? with span 
s(F) < (n - l)(s - Z) 
taking (0.1) into 
f’= ~~(r’/“)+~-‘-“R(z’/P)]i, 
[ 
where R( z l/p) is a formal power series in zllp. 
Since as a corollary of results in Section 3 we give an independent proof of 
Theorem 1 (Section 3.c), the proof of Lemma 1.1 is omitted here. We just 
remark that a proof can be given along the lines of Lemma 1 in [13]. 
2. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THE INVARIANT h/p 
The most important formal invariant with regard to the growth of 
fundamental solution matrices near 0 is the quantity h/p, the “degree” of the 
exponential polynomial Q(z-‘lP). As with alI of the formal invariants, h/p 
could be calculated for any given differential equation by constructing a 
formal fundamental solution matrix, or even by just transforming the differen- 
tial equation into one with a non-nilpotent leading coefficient matrix. As 
another alternative, one could transform the differential equation into an 
nth-order scalar equation (using a meromorphic transformation) and then 
obtain h/p from the orders of the poles of the coefficients (cf. [9]). In this 
section, our purpose is to present a procedure for recognizing this one 
invariant more directly from the properties of the coefficient matrices in the 
expansion of A(z). 
The invariant h/p has been related to the growth of the sequence of pole 
orders of a certain sequence of “Lie matrices” {a,(z)} by Lutz, first in the 
regular singular case (h/p = 0) [ 1 l] and later in the general irregular singular 
case [14]. The result in the regular singular case was improved somewhat by 
Dietrich [3], who used information on the rank of the leading coefficient 
matrix to limit the number of terms in the sequence that need to be 
considered. (See more about this in Section 4.) In the irregular singular case, 
the knowledge of the entire (infinite) sequence of pole orders was required to 
identify h/p. 
In our treatment here, we first consider some matrices introduced by 
Wagenfiihrer [17] and see how h/p can be determined from a sequence of 
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numbers derived from those matrices. In particular, a finite part of the 
sequence uniquely determines h/p, and the number of terms needed is 
specified in advance. Next, this sequence is related to one derived from the 
pole orders of the Lie matrices. As a consequence, we see that h/p may be 
obtained from a certain finite number of pole orders of the Lie matrices as 
well. 
If A, is non-nilpotent, it has a nonzero eigenvalue, and from the construc- 
tion of a formal solution we see immediately that h/p = s. So in all the 
“interesting” cases when h/p is not as obvious, A,, is nilpotent. 
Consider for each positive integer 1 and each scalar parameter X, the 
matrices 
A,(X) 
0 
(2.1) 
A *+I A,-&(I-s-1) A,_, Al A0 
If A, is nilpotent, then A,(X) is also nilpotent for each 1 and each value X. In 
this case, if k is any integer, k >, n, there exists a nonnegative integer I (e.g. 
I = 1) such that [A,(h)] k = 0, and we define 
mk=max{Z~lB1][AI(X)]k=O}. (2.2) 
To see that this definition makes sense, i.e., that mk is finite for all k 2 n, 
note that since 
A,(h) = - XH, + A,(O), 
where H, is the nZ X In matrix with all entries equal to zero except for 
identity matrices along the 8th subdiagonal blocks, then 
[A,(X)] “=( - l)k~kkHk+lower-orderterms, 
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and the identity blocks in Hf are on the skth subdiagonal. So if 1> sk, then 
since it is clearly nonzero for sufficiently large values of A. It follows, 
incidently, that mk < sk for all k. 
It is also convenient in what follows to define mk for integers k, 
0 < k < n. If k is less than the degree of nilpotently of A,, then the set of 
Z-values satisfying the condition in (2.2) is empty and we define mk = 0. In 
particular, we always have m, = m, = 0. It is also convenient to define 
mk = 0 for all k is A, is nonnilpotent. Analogously to (2.2) one can also 
consider the numbers 
pl=min{kEN/[AI(X)]k=O}, (2.3) 
which make sense for all 1> 1. The ~1~ are a sort of inverse to the mk, as 
described in the following proposition, whose proof comes directly from the 
definitions. 
PROPOSITION. Ifli.sanintegersatisfyingmk_,<l<m,, thenpl=k. 
Another characterization of the numbers mk that will be useful in proving 
statements about them is given in terms of the mapping properties of an 
operator D(X). We state this equivalent way of interpreting the numbers mk 
as 
LEMMA 2.1. Let mk be defined by (2.2), and let 
Then 
D(X)y = A(x)y - z’+ly’- My. 
m,=max{ZEWI[D(h)]~BCz~~}. (2.4) 
[Recall that 9 denotes the set of formal power series (in z) with 
coefficients in C(X)n.] 
Proof. From (2.1) it is easy to check that for every nonnegative integer k 
and every formal power series 
M 
y = y(z) = CY”Z” E 9, Y, E W)“, 
0 
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[Al(h)]k[~]l = 0 iff [D(h)lky = 0 (mod z’), where [y], is the In-dimensional 
column vector having component vectors y,, yi, . . . , y,_ i, in that order. If mk 
is defined by (2.2), then 
[A,x(A)]k=O but [A,k+,(h)]kfO; 
hence 
but 
[A,k+,(X)]k[y],,+~+O forsome YES. 
This proves the lemma when k > n, the degree of nilpotency A,. In the cases 
when k is less than the degree of nilpotency of A,, then we have already 
agreed to set mk = 0, and it is easy to see that this also coincides with the 
value of mk given by (2.4). This completes the proof of the lemma. n 
We now state a relation between the sequence { mk} and the invariant 
h/p as 
THEOREM 2.1. Consider (0.1) let A,( A) be defined by (2.1) and let the 
numbers mk be calculated according to (2.2). Then 
lks-or,-$k/6(n-l)(s-a) (2.5) 
holds for all integers k > 0. 
REMARK 2.1. As we indicated earlier in this section, the case when A, is 
nilpotent is the only one of any real interest for us, but we observe that (2.5) 
holds trivially in case A, is non-nilpotent (which also includes the case when 
n = 1). Thus in stating the result it is not necessary to make any restrictive 
assumptions. 
Before proving the theorem, we list the following corollaries, whose proofs 
follow directly from (2.5): 
COROLLARY 2.1. 
lim mk 
h -_=s---_. 
k-+m k P 
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COROLLARY 2.2. If M is any subset of the nonnegative integers, then 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let k >, 2n(n - 1)‘s + 1 and n > 2. Then h/p is 
uniquely determined as the rational number (in lowest terms and with 
denominator at most equal to n) which satisfies 
(2.6) 
To prove that (2.6) uniquely determines h/p, let ri and rz be any 
rationals satisfying (2.6) with k > 2n( n - 1)‘s + 1. Then 
1 mk 1 - 
2n( n - 1) <r’-k<2n(n-1) 
for i=1,2. 
Hence 
-1 1 
n(n - 1) 
<r,-r,<n(n_l)' 
and since ri, r2 in lowest terms have denominators at most equal to n, it 
follows that ri = r,. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. First assume that h/p > 0 and let r be an 
arbitrary rational number, 0 < r < h/p. According to Lemma 1.1 and Remark 
1.2, there exists a root-meromorphic formal transformation (say in the root 
z l/g, g a positive integer) having span s(T) =S (n - l)( s - r) and taking (0.1) 
into (1.4), which we write as 
y’= [f&z- h’p- l+ C( zl’g)] y. (2.7) 
Here, C(x ) l/g has a Laurent expansion in z 1/g with ah powers exceeding 
- 1 - h/p, and A, is diagonal and nonzero. If we make the change of 
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variable z = {s in (2.7) we obtain 
dy 
--g = gF’[ A,{-(‘+h/p)g + C(l)] 6, (2.8) 
where fj({) = y({g) and the coefficient matrix now has an expansion in 
integer powers of {. Making the same change of variable in (0.1) yields 
where S(l) = x(lg). If we now construct matrices d,(l) corresponing to (2.9) 
according to (2.1), it is easy to check that d,,(X/g) is similar by means of a 
permutation matrix to 
(Compare a similar calculation in [12, pp. 155-1561.) Hence for each positive 
integer k, [ agl(A/g)] k is similar to 
gkdiag( [Al($)]“,...,[A( “‘z-‘)l”); 
therefore the sequence { 7jzk} corresponding to (2.9) is related to mk by 
7iz, = gm,. (2.10) 
Also, we see that under this change of variable the Poincare rank s has 
become gs and the invariant h/p has become gh/p. This corresponds to 
multiplying the inequality (2.5) we wish to prove by the amount g. Hence it 
is sufficient to consider the situation where g = 1. Then (2.7) can be written 
as 
where p = 1 and h/p is an integer. If we form the matrices C,(X) corre- 
sponding to (2.11) according to the definition (2.1), we see that for I 
14 
sufficiently large 
s- 
&(A) = 
A0 
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. . . 0, _ 
Since A, is non-nilpotent it follows immediately from the definition that 
752, = k(s - h/p) f or all positive integers k. To complete the proof of the 
theorem, we now compare the sequences mk and iiz,. For this purpose, it is 
easier to work with the characterization (2.4). Note that under a transforma- 
tion 
x = Ti? 
the corresponding differential operators are related by B)(h) = 
T- ‘( z)D( z)T( z); hence for any integer k > 0, 
[B(x)]~=T-+)[D(A)]~T(z). (2.12) 
A formal meromorphic transformation can always be expressed as 
T(z) = z~~T,z+~ with T,#O, 
0 
where m is an integer. (Note that we do not say that To is invertible, for that 
clearly is not generally true.) Since a “scalar” transformation z”Z is easily 
seen to leave the sequence { mk } as well as the rank of the transformation 
unchanged, we just need to consider transformations of the type 
T(z) = :T,z’. 
0 
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Letting u denote the span of T, from the relation 
z”B c T( z)9 c 9 
we have for any y E 9, all nonnegative integers k, and all integers I< mk 
Hence it follows that [z>(X)] kB C z m,-oP, which implies, using (2.4) that 
mk - (I < 6x,. Conversely, we remark that the span of T-’ is also u, and 
using the above argument with D and D interchanged and T replaced by 
T- ’ yields 
which implies - (I < iirk - mk < u. Hence we have shown that 
lkjr-bj-m,l+-l)(M) 
holds for any rational number r < h/p. Since the left-hand side is indepen- 
dent of r, we can let r approach h/p and in the limit obtain (2.5). 
To complete the proof of the theorem, recall (see [ 111) that in the regular 
singular case (h/p = 0) there exists a meromorphic transformation T(z) with 
span at most equal to (n - 1)s taking (0.1) into a differential equation having 
at worst a simple pole at z = 0. It is easy to see that for the transformed 
differential equation fik = ks, and the remainder of the proof follows exactly 
as above, yielding (2.5) also in the case that h/p = 0. w 
Several other sequences of matrices constructed from A(z) have been 
used to determine h/p. These could be called “Lie matrices,” since they are 
related to formal representations of solutions as so-called “Lie series.” Three 
such sequences are defined inductively as 
U”(Z) = 1, ~k+l(Z)=B-l~‘~k(,)A(_)+~ak(-), (2.13) 
ii”(Z) = I, d,+,(Z)= z-~~,(n)A(-)+z~ci,(z), (2.14) 
ii,(z) = I, 
d 
Bk+l(Z)=Z~SA(Z)(ik(Z)-ZdZCik(Z) (2.15) 
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for all k=0,1,2 ,.... One can easily show that if X(z) is a fundamental 
solution matrix (actual or formal) for (O.l), then for each integer k >, 0, 
( 1 $ kX(Z)=u1(3)X(Z), (z~)kx(z)=ri*(z)x(z), 
and 
i 1 - z$ kX-‘(z)= x-l(z)(ik(z). 
If we let ~T(u~( z)) denote the pole order of ak( Z) at z = 0, then Lutz [14] 
showed that h/p is related to the invariant h/p by 
for-all k>O. (2.16) 
Thus h/p can be determined from knowledge of the entire sequence of pole 
orders of the matrices U&(Z). We wish to improve upon this by showing how 
just a finite portion of the sequence determines h/p. Moreover, since the 
numbers mk also have been shown to determine h/p, it is natural to ask how 
those numbers and the sequences of pole orders of the Lie matrices are 
related. We state this result now as 
THEOREM 2.2. For all integers k > 0, 
Proof. We will prove (2.17) by induction on k. It is easy to verify that 
for k = 0 all the quantities in (2.17) are 0 (since m, is defined to be zero in 
this case). As an aid in the induction step, we first establish the following 
relation: For each integer k > 0, 
b%‘)l ky= ,+ + A)‘(zk”B,jY), (2.18) 
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where 8 = zd/dz and 
k-j-l 
d,_j+ c - akjvau) 
u=o 
(2.19) 
with appropriate constants okjV. 
The proof of (2.18) is also established by induction on k, the initial step 
(k = 0) of which is again trivial to verify. The inductive step follows directly 
from the recursion relations 
B k+l,jzZ -?,,A - Bk, j-1 + (ks + S)Bkj + oBkj 
(B k,k+l= B,,_,=O)for k,j>Oand 
akil,j,u = ffk, j,v-1 ‘(ks’s)“k,j,~-(yk,j~l,v 
for v=O,l,..., k---l, 
Now let k >, 0 be fixed, but arbitrary, and let 
Using (2.19), we see that for each y E 8, 0 < j < k, 
zkSBkjy E ~~$-~9’, 
and using (r9 + A)B c 9, we infer from (2.18) that 
[D(X)] k~ E zks-%P for all 
This implies from (2.4) that mk > ks - M. To prove the reverse inequality we 
will now show that 
(2.20) 
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forall j=O,l,..., k by an induction on j. For j = 0 this reduces to mk < sk, 
which holds according to the discussion following (2.2). Assuming now that 
(2.20) holds for j Q p - 1, it follows from (2.19) that 
for j = k - p + 1,. . . , k. From (2.18) we have 
k-p 
1 Ce+ h)'(ZksBkjY)= [D(X)]kY- 2 (B+X)‘(zk”Bkjy) 
0 j=k-p+l 
(2.21) 
and observe that for all y E B the terms on the right-hand side are all 
contained in z”‘kP. Hence the left-hand side is in z”QP for all y E 9, in 
particular for the constant vectors e,, . . . , e,, in the standard basis for C “. The 
left-hand side is a polynomial in h of degree k - p which lies in z”‘kP; hence 
its leading coefficient zksBk, k_py must be in zrnk5@ for y = e,, . . , , e,,; there- 
fore 
Using (2.19) for j = k - p together with the induction hypothesis now 
establishes (2.20) for j = p. Then (2.20) yields M < ks - mk, and this com- 
pletes the proof of the first equality in (2.17). 
The second equality in (2.17) follows directly from the relations 
j j 
daj = Caj,ii, and iii= C Piyzva,, (2.22) 
0 v=o 
which holds for all integers j and appropriate scalar constants ajy, pi, 
(ojj = pjj = 1). These can be proven easily by induction. 
The third equality can be proven in a completely analogous manner to 
that used above for the first equality. To do this, one first establishes (by 
induction) the relations 
[D(X)] ky= zks 5 Ski@ + A)‘y, 
j=O 
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Bkj=(-l)j ; d,_j+~-&,,j,.d,, 
i i v=o 
and the Pk, j, y are appropriate constants analogous to the (Ye j y above. 
Alternatively, one can obtain the third equality from the' first one by the 
following argument: Consider the “adjoint” differential equation 
z l+y= - AT(z)x, (2.23) 
and let the matrices {G,(z)} be constructed according to (2.14) with A 
replaced by - AT. Then for each k > 0 one easily checks that 
Gk = ( - l)%;, 
hence ~[^a,] = +rr [ a,] for all k > 0. On the other hand, if x,(X) denotes the 
matrices (2.1) corresponding to (2.23), and if JI denotes the nl X nl permuta- 
tion matrix with I, blocks along the antidiagonal, then it can be shown by a 
direct computation that 
&(A)= -&A,[ -A-(Z-s)]& 
So if mk denotes the number (2.2) for &(A), then Gk = mk for each k. 
Therefore the third equality follows from the first one, when applied to the 
adjoint differential equation (2.23). n 
REMARK 2.2. As a consequence of (2.17) and Corollary 2.3 it follows that 
the pole orders of any one of the sequences of matrices (2.13) (2.14) (2.15) 
can be used to calculate h/p from just a finite number of terms. This type of 
result could also be obtained independently (of the m,), but the resulting 
bound on the number of terms necessarily is far larger. This seems to happen 
because the sequences mk and { max o d j ~ k 7~ [rZ j]} are increasing whereas the 
sequence ~[d j] may decrease occasionally. This corresponds to the fact that 
less information is required from the more regularly behaved sequence to 
determine its growth rate. 
REMARK 2.3. We remind and caution the reader that (2.17) does not 
imply that equality necessarily holds between the individual terms n [ ci. j], 
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r[ a j] - j, and a[& j]. Examples can easily be produced which show that 
inequality may occur, but it is a consequence of (2.17) that inequality cannot 
occur too often or in an erratic manner. See [12] for such an example. 
3. SOME INVARIANT NUMBERS 
Our purpose in this section is to construct some invariant numbers that 
can be calculated directly from the coefficients of A(z) and relate them to 
certain “natural” invariants in the formal solution (0.2). We begin (Section 
3.a) with a discussion of the properties of some formal analytic invariants d:) 
(related to quantities introduced by Wagenfiihrer [17]) which leads to the 
definition of some numbers i (‘). Next (Section 3.b) we prove the formal 
meromorphic invariance of the numbers i(‘), extend the definition to root- 
meromorphic differential equations and rational numbers r, and relate them 
to the degrees of the polynomials 9j(z-‘/P). Finally (Section 3.~) we make 
some applications of these results which include some explicit calculations for 
nth-order scalar equations and an independent proof of the perturbation 
theorem (Section l), and we generalize the reduction criterion of J. Moser 
1151. 
3.a. Definitions 
For this section we associate with D the C( h)-linear operators DC’) : 9’ + 
9 defined by 
D(‘)x. = _ zS+l- 2 + A(+ - AZ”-L, r=O,l ,...,s-1, XE.P. 
(3.1) 
Then DC’) maps the subspaces ~“‘9 into themselves and thus induces 
homomorphisms 02) : 9/z’? -+ B/z”9. 
DEFINITION~.~. For mEN, r=O,l,...,s-1 let dz)=dz)(D) be the 
C( X )-dimension of the kernel Ke 0:). 
If we write x E P/z”9 in the form x =x0 + xiz + . . . + x,_~z~~’ + 
~“9 with x j E C(A)“, then the equation Y = 0:)~ can be written as 
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where 
A(,:,’ = A’;;( h ) 
= 
‘40 0 
AI A0 0 
‘4, 
A,_,_, : 
A $_,-x is_,_, 
A r-,+1 A,_, -1 
A,-,+1 
A,_, : 
A, L 
A S+l A, - 1 
A 3+1 
Am-1 A,_, A,-(m-s-1) A,_,-X A, A, 
and [x] m denotes the column vector consisting of the coefficients x0,. . . , xnz ~ 1. 
All blocks in A(A) on the same subdiagonal are equal except for those on the 
sth subdiagonal, which are equal to A,,A,-l,...,A,-(m-s-1). All 
blocks are constant except for the (s - r)th subdiagonal, whose entries equal 
A s-r - x. 
The matrix A(‘) describes Dcr) corresponding to the basis ejzk + z’“, “1 
j=l ,..., n, k=O ,..., m - 1, of .9$~‘~‘9’, and thus dji’= nm - rank A’:) can 
be computed easily using row and column operations (cf. Gantmacher [6, 
Chapter VI]). While the characterization of dg’ in terms of the matrices A(:, 
shows directly how d g’ depends upon the coefficients of A( z), the Definition 
3.1 is more amenable for the ensuing calculations. 
The following lemma states two preliminary properties of the quantities 
d”’ that will be useful later. The first property is very easy to show; the ?,I 
second is less immediate. 
LEMMA 3.1. 
(i) The quantities d:) are formal analytically invariant, i.e., if (0.1) is 
transformed by x = T(z)% with T(z) = C~COTkz k, det T, f 0, and D is changed 
into fi, where Dy = T(z)D[T(z)y], then d:)(D)= d:)(D). 
(ii) For a E C, i E N we have d:)(D) = dz)(D - a~‘-‘+~); in particular 
d;)(D)= d;)(D - a?), and d;) i.s invariant with respect to transfm- 
tion.sx=z%, aEZ. 
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Proof. (i): Since T(z) induces an isomorphism T: x + ~“‘9 + T( z)x + 
~“‘9 of P/z”Y, then n = T- ‘LIT is equivalent to II. Note that this 
corresponds to the similarity transformation taking A$) into ?i’A(A)?,,,, 
where 
ri;n = 
‘T, 0 . . . 0 
Tl . 
. . 
. . 
. . 0 
T m_l . . . Tl T0 
The proof of (ii) is more difficult because, unfortunately, no natural 
C( X)-isomorphism between Ke 02) and Ke(Dz’ - (YZ~-‘+~) seems to exist. 
We will construct a basis for Ke(Dc’- CXZ-~+‘) from a certain basis for 
Ke ZIi:), which we obtain from the following lemma, whose proof is left to the 
reader. 
LEMMA. Every C(t)-subspaceof C(t)N has a C(t>busis b,(t),..., bd(t) 
such that the components of bj(t) are polynomials in t and b,(O),.. ., bd(0) 
are Win43arly independent. 
Letting t = A-’ and identifying P/z”9 with C(t)mn, the above lemma 
shows that KeDc) has a basis bi(X,.z)+zmP, i=l,...,d=dz), such that 
bi(h, z) are polynomials in z of degree less than m, their coefficients are 
polynomials in l/h, and bi( 00, z) are C-linearly independent. We denote 
hi@, z) = 5 hdJij(Z) 
j=O 
with polynomials uij( z) independent of X. 
Now define scalar polynomials pjl( z), j, 2 = 0, 1, . . . , recursively by’ 
PjO = 1, j=O,l ,***, 
PO, z+ 1 = .2i ‘+lp& + az’pol, Z=O,l,..., 
Pj,l+l" ‘+‘P;, + "ziPjl + Pj-l,l+l> Z=O,l,..., j=1,2 ,,.., 
‘In some of the following formulas we omit the arguments for brevity. 
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Then define polynomials e,,(z) of degree less than m by 
iJj(z)= i p,-j,j_l(z)uil(z) mod zm 
I=0 
for j=O ,..., M and i=l,..., d. We will prove that bi(A, z)+ ~“9, i = 
1 ,...,d, with 
form a basis for Ke(Dz’- (YZ’-‘+~). 
First observe that bi(oc, z)= bi(co, z), since ijiO(z)= D&Z) and thus 
b,(cc,z), i=l,..., d are Glinearly independent. It is easy to see that this 
implies that hi(A, z), i = 1,. . . , d, are C(A)-linearly independent. Further, 
bi(X, z)+ z”B E KeDc) implies that 
L3vij = zsPrui j+i mod zm, j=o ,...,M-1, 
Du,, = 0, zs-‘uio = 0 mod zm, 
where Du = - .zs+l du/dz + A(z)u. Using the definition of dij( z) and the 
recursion for pjl(z), a short calculation yields 
Dfjij E zs-‘ijij+i + ~~~~~~~~~~ mod zm, j=O ,..., M-l, 
Dfji, = ozS-*+QiM, zs-r6i0 = 0 mod zm. 
Hence we obtain that bi(A, .z)+ ~“9’ E Ke(Dc’- a(zSPrfF). Since the z- 
degrees of b,(A,z) are less than m, b,(X,z)+z’Y’, i=l,...,d. are also 
C( h )-linearly independent and we have constructed d = d z) C( A)-linearly 
independent elements of Ke( 02’ - CGL--‘+~), which proves that 
dimKeD$)< dimKe(Dz)- (YZ’-‘+~). 
Since this is also true for ail D, we may exchange D with D - a~-~+’ and cx 
with - (Y to obtain the reverse inequality and thus the first part of (ii). The 
invariance of dz) with respect to transformations y = zay, (Y E Z, follows 
immediately, using 
z-~D(‘)[ z”x] = (DC’)-- az’)x. n 
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Now we can also compare dz’ = dimKe 0:) for different m and obtain 
LEMMA3.2. k?tTE{O,...,S--1) Und?TtEN. Then 
(i) 0 < dg!, - dz)< d$)- d’,“,, where d&“):= 0. 
(ii) dg’ < n(s - r). 
(iii) There exists a (unique) N, = N,(D) E N such that 
dpd;;, if m&N,. 
(iv) N, is a formal analytic invariant of (0.1) and 
N,<d$)+m-do ,: gn(s-r)+m-d:) for mEN. 
In particular, N, Q n(s - r - I)+rank A, + 1~ n(s - r) if rank A, < n. 
Proof. (i): For r E 9, m E N, we have D(“(zx) = z( DC’)- z9)x and 
thus 
29/z m+l~nKeD~I,=~Ke(D~:)-z”), (3.1) 
where 9 : P/z “‘9 + z.P’/z “‘+lP is defined by x + ~“‘9 + .zx + z”‘+i.P. 
Since 3 is an isonorphism, Lemma 3.l(ii) yields d g! 1 > d ji’. Further, 
considering the canonical projections r”,: B/z”9 + 9/zP, m E N, the 
above formula implies 
and this gives 
dim~~+,(KeD~~,) = dz!, - dg’. 
Since obviously 
the second inequality in (i) follows. 
(ii): We claim the n(m-s++) vectors bl,k+zmP, j=l,...,n, k= 
0 >.**, m - s + r - 1, with bj,k = D(‘)(ejzk) are linearly independent: To see 
this assume Cfijk(bj k + ~“‘9) = 0 with polynomials Pjk in A. Then the 
coefficients ajk of the highest A-power satisfy Ecujkejz k+s-r E .zm.9’, and that 
is only possible if all ojk = 0. But then all Pjk = 0. So we have dimIm Di,“’ > 
n(m - s + r), and we obtain (ii) using dim S/z”9 = nm. 
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(iii): Let N, be the minimum of all m E N such that dz) = dc!,. Because 
of (ii), N, < co, by definition dz) < d:!, for m < N,, and because of (i), 
dz)=dz\, foraUm>N,. 
(iv): N, is formally analytically invariant because all dc) are formally 
analytically invariant (Lemma 3.1). The first inequality only has to be proved 
for m < N,. For m = N, it is trivial. If it is true for m, then using dg) > d:L I 
+ 1 for m < N,, it is also true for m - 1. The special cases follow using 
d $‘) = n - rank A,,. n 
DEFINITION 3.2. The nonnegative integer i(‘)(D): = n(s - r) - d$,’ is 
called the rth invariant number of D (or of (0.1)). 
3.b. invariance of the Numbers i(‘), 0 < r < s, and Their Relation to the 
Formal Fundamental Solution 
Clearly i(‘)(D) is formally analytically invariant because the dz’ and s 
are. In order to show that the terminology in the definition makes sense also 
with respect to meromorphic transformations and to prepare for identifying 
them with the invariants in the formal fundamental solution, we prove 
THEOREM 3.1. The numbers i(‘)(D) are invariant with respect to formal 
mewrwrphic transformutions, i.e., if (0.1) is transfnmed by x = T(z)? with 
T(z) = Cr= _MTkzk such that det T(z) # 0 and D is changed to b, then 
i(‘)(D) = i(‘)( D,). 
We remark that, contrary to formal analytic transformations or x = z%, 
the Poincare rank s of (1.1) is not invariant with respect to formal meromor- 
phic transformations, and the transformed equation may have the form 
Z s+‘f’= A(Z)? with a power series A(z), A(0) # 0, and B # s. 
Proof. First we observe that multiplication of (0.1) by z does not change 
i(‘) because simply dc)(zD) = dzL1( D)+ n and hence 
i(“(zD)=n(s+l-r)-d&i, (zD)=n(s-r)-dl;,)(D)=i(‘)(D). 
This means that without loss in generality we may assume s = S. Since d’,‘) 
and i(‘) are invariant with respect to transformations x = ~‘5, cx E Z, we may 
assume that T(z) = CpxOTkzk. Further, if det T(z) has a zero of order v at 0, 
then there exists a matrix T(z) of formal power series such that 
T(z)?(z)=?(z)T(z)=z”Z. (3.2) 
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With the assumption s = S we have now to compare the defects of the 
operators 
B(r) = _ . ..l$ + A(z) - xzs-I 
and DC’), which are related by 
D(% = T(z) -‘DqT(z)x] (XEB). (3.3) 
Unfortunately, if det T, = 0, then T(z)9 is a proper subset of 9, and @) is 
not equivalent to 02) as in the case det T, # 0 (Lemma 3.1 above). Neverthe- 
less, we will show 
dg’( B) 2 dgy D) for m>,N,(D)+v. (3.4) 
To see that we are finished once (3.4) is established, note that from (3.2) and 
(3.3) we have 
hence it follows using Lemma 3.l(ii) and (3.4) again that (with D, I> and T, ? 
interchanged) dz)(D - vz’) = d:)(D) > d&‘(B) for m > N,(D)+ v. 
Proof of (3.4): From (3.3) we have T(z)@‘k = D(‘)[T(z)x], which 
implies that D(‘) maps the subspaces zmT(z)9’ into themselves. We remark 
also that .zm+“9 c zmT(z)SI c ~"9 because of (3.2). Now by definition we 
have dz!,(D)=dE)(D)=:d for m>N,(D) and hence KeDzi, = 
Z[Ke(Dz) - z’)] because of (3.1). Thus for m > N,(D)+ v 
KeDz)= Z’[Ke(DL?, - vrs)] c z’&P/z’“B c T(z)9/zm9 
and for the linear operators DC) : T( z)@/z”Y -+ T( z)9/zm9 induced by 
D(‘)wehavedimKe~,‘)=dform>,N,.+v.ThendimIm~~)=nm-Z-d, 
where 1 = dim 9/T(z)9. Now let 
i?:‘: T(z)9’/zmT(z)9’-+ T(x)S/z”T(z)9 
be the linear mapping induced by DC’) on that space. Then because of 
dim z”S/z”T(z)9’ = 1, dimIm 5:’ cannot exceed dim Im Dz) + 1, and we 
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have dimIm EC) < ntn - d; hence dim Ke 5:) > d for m > N, + v. If finally 
T, : x + z”B --) T(z)x + z”‘T(z)9 denotes the isomorphism between 
9/z’? and T(z)S/z”T(z)B, we have 
b(r) = T- lE?c’,T 
m *mm 
because of (3.3) and hence dimKe DC) = dimKe 3:) > d for m >, N, + v, 
which proves (3.4). n 
Since the formal fundamental solution of (0.1) involves fractional powers 
of z, it is essential to discuss the behavior of our invariant numbers with 
respect to a substitution z = tp, p E N. This transforms (0.1) into 
tspi’$r = pA(tp)x. (3.5) 
So the new linear operators corresponding to DC’) are 
B,(r) = _ tsp+l $ + pA( t”) - phtsp-‘p, 
defined on the set @ of all power series in t with coefficients in C(X)*. We 
write pX instead of X in the definition of DCr) for later conveniencei this 
does not change any dz)( B). More precisely, if we imbed 9 in 9 by 
x(z)++ x(tp), then 
bcpr)l,=pD(‘) (r=O,...,s-1). 
Further, we observe that 9 = CR r”-_‘t j9 and that more generally 
D(p’)jt,p = prj D ( (r=O )...) s-l, j=o )...) p-l), 
(3.6) 
where 7j : B -+ t jB is the natural isomorphism defined by x( t ) - t jx( t ). The 
same is true when the quotient spaces @/t pmL@ and 9’/z”P are used 
instead of 8 and 9, respectively, and using Lemma 3.1 we obtain 
dim Ke D$‘) = P~ldimKe(D~)-~z’)=pdimKeD:). 
j=O 
So we have d rGpm”( fi) = pd g)( D), and hence Definition 3.2 gives 
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LEMMA 3.3. If we substitute z = tP in (0.1) and D is changed to D, then 
i@‘)(b) = pi(‘)(D) fo7 r = 0,. . . , s - 1. 
Lemma 3.3 allows us to extend the definition of i(‘)(D) to root-meromor- 
phic differential equations and rational T in the following way: 
DEFINITION 3.3. Consider a differential operator 
Dy= --z “+‘y’+ A(z)y, 
where now s E Q and A( Z) is a power series in z l/*, m E N. Then define 
i(‘)(D): = bi(Pr) PA(tP)) 
for T E Q, 0 < r < s, where p E N such that pr, ps, and p/m are integers. 
Further define i(‘)(D) = 0 for r > s. 
Lemma 3.3 guarantees that i”)(D) is independent of the choice of p. NOW 
Theorem 3.1 immediately generalizes to 
THEOREM 3. la. The numbers i(‘)(D) are invariant with respect to formal 
root-mermhic transf~tions, i.e., if D is transformed into D = 
T(z)-‘DT(z) with a T(z)=C~=__,T,Z~/~, QEN, such that detT(z)+O, 
then i(‘)(D) = i(‘)(b). 
Proof. Reduce to Theorem 3.1, using a transformation z = t P such that 
pr, ps, p/m, and p/q are integers. n 
Because of Theorem 3.la, we also know that there must be a relation 
between the root-meromorphic invariants i(‘)(D) and those occurring in a 
formal fundamental solution (0.2) which contains a complete set of root- 
meromorphic invariants (see Balser, Lutz, and Jurkat [l]). We state this 
relation as 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose (0.1) has a formal fundamental solution of the 
foTm (0.2), where Q(z-‘1”) = diag(qj( z- l/p)), and denote by pJqj the 
degree of the polynomial qj(t). Then 
i(‘)(D) = F max( 8qj - r,O) (rEQ, O=zr). 
j=l 
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Proof In light of Lemma 3.3, the substitution z = t”‘, m E N, does not 
change the statement of the theorem, so we may assume that p = 1, r E IY!. 
Then the formal meromorphic transformation x = F(z)5 leads from (0.1) to 
the differential equation in C n with formal fundamental solution zJeo(zm’), 
i.e., 
because J and Q commute. Now because of Theorem 3.1 we may assume that 
(0.1) already has the form (3.7). Furthermore, because Q and J commute, the 
coefficient matrix in (3.7) is blockdiagonal (see Gantmacher [6, p. 2231). Now 
the definition of i(‘) shows that 
i”’ ( _ zs+l f +diag(Al(z)2 Adz))) 
and hence it is sufficient to prove the theorem if Q(z-i) = o(z- ‘)I in (3.7). 
But then, because of the definition of i(‘), we only have to show that 
dj?,+,( 0) = dj?,( 0) = n.min( s - r, s - a(l). (3.8) 
To see this, we write 
where v = min(s - r, s - a(l), 
and where cxl E C(X), (Y, # 0. Then it follows easily that 
m-l 
Ke D”’ = 
m c 
l=m-v 
for m > s - r, and that proves (3.8). n 
Using Theorem 3.2, it is easy to compare i(‘) for different r. We also see 
that complete information about all a9j is contained in the function r c-) i(‘) 
= i(‘)( 0). 
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COROLLARY 1. For r, 6 E Q, 6 > 0, we have icr+‘) < i(‘) < icr+‘) + n8, 
&cm icr+‘) = i(‘) if and only if i(‘) = 0. 
COROLLARY 2. The function r @ i(‘) is decreasing, piecewise linear, and 
not diffmentiuble at r iff T = aqj for some j. For sufficiently small 6 > 0, 
[i(‘-‘)- i(’ is the number of qj with aqj > r and [it’)- iCr+‘)]/8 is the 
number of qj with aqj > r. The multiplicity of r E { aqj 1 j = l,... , n} is 
given by [z *(r-s) _ 2i(‘) + iCr+s)]/, for r > 0 a& n - [iC’) - i(‘+‘)]/a fm 
r = 0. 
The easy proofs are left to the reader. 
3.~. Applications 
In the first part of this subsection we evaluate i(‘)(D) for scalar equations 
of nth order, and in the second part we derive an alternative proof of the 
(improved) perturbation Theorem 1.1. Finally we will obtain a new criterion 
for rank reduction and compare it with Moser’s condition. 
Consider a scalar differential equation of nth order, 
z”y(“)(z)=a,(z)z”-‘y(n-l)(Z)+ ..* +a,(z)y(z) (3.9) 
where a j(z) = z-‘~C~&+xjkz k with aj0 # 0. It can be expressed as a system 
of equations of the form (0.1) in many ways. The resulting systems are (root-) 
meromorphically equivalent and hence have the same invariants ic7). We 
show first that in this case the numbers i(‘)(D) can be explicitly calculated 
from vi ,..., v,. 
THEOREM 3.3. If D is any operator obtained by transforming (3.9) to an 
ndimensionul system, then for every r E Q, r 2 0, 
i(‘)(D)=max({O}U{vj-rjIj=l,...,n}). 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove this for one transformation to a system 
(O.l), where because of Definition 3.3, s may be rational and A(z) a power 
series in a root of z. We choose 
y, = z(s+l)(i-l)y(i-l) 
f (j=l,...,n), 
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which yields the system 
Yi 
0 
L,(t) 
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where s with s-r=max({O}U{vj-rjIj=l,...,n}) is the “rank” of the 
system and 
b,(z) = ZSal(z)+(n - l)(r +1)zs, 
bj(z)= z +-‘a j(Z) (j = 2,...,n). 
(3.11) 
Now in the case s = T we have yj < rj, and hence, using Definition 3.3, 
i”)(D)=O=max({O)U{vj-rjIj=l,...,n}). 
Inthecases>rwehaves-r=viIrjforsome jE{l,...,n}andhence 
bj(D)=Oforatleastone jE{l,...,n}.Atransformationz=tPwithpE~ 
such that pr is an integer now changes (3.10) to 
1 
0 
@. 
(n - 2)(r’+ l)tPs tpsLpr 
b,(tp) _ 
(3.12) 
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So according to Definition 3.3 we have to show that i(p’)(z>) = ps - pr for 
the system (3.12). Using the fact that bj(0) # 0 for at least one j E { 1,. . . , n }, 
one can easily show 
d!p’)=(n-1)v for v=O,...,ps-pr and dgl_)Pr+l=dE?vr. 
(For a proof use, e.g., d!v’) = nv - rank A(:‘).) So we have found 
icpr)( fi) = n( ps - pr ) - dg?,, = ps - pr 
=p.max({O}U{vj-rj]j=l,...,n}). n 
Using the fact that every system of linear differential equations (with 
formal power series as coefficients) can be transformed into an nth-order 
scalar equation (see Deligne [2, p. 1631) Theorem 3.3 implies that our 
numbers and those called p, + r by Gerard and Levelt [7] are the same, though 
they are defined in a very different way. 
We remark that Wagenfiihrer [20] has proven that the invariant p, + 1 is 
equal to n(s - r)- hmm_m dg), but using more directly the definitions of 
Gerard and Levelt (and with a slightly different definition for dz)). 
Together with Corollary 2 of Theorem 3.2, Theorem 3.3 provides a 
method for the calculation of aqj and their multiplicities. For that purpose 
consider the closed convex hull h of the set’ 
_,M= { (X,O)lXE [O,CO[}U( (j9vj))j=1P"a>n2 "j") 
consisting of the positive x-axis and the points (j, vi) above the x-axis (see 
Figure 1 for an example). Then the boundary of h consists of the positive 
x-axis, the segments between each pair of successive points out of (O,O), 
(jr, 'j,)Y'*"(.ik) jk v ) with some integers j, such that 0 < jr -z j, < . . . < j, < n 
and the ray {(x, vj,)]x >, j,}. Then the aqj are the slopes vj,/j, and 
(vj,-vj,~I)/(jl-jl-l), z=2,***, k, with multiplicity jr and j, - j,_,, I = 
2 , . . . , k, respectively, and aqj = 0 occurs (possibly) with multiplicity n - j,. 
Since this is well known (see [8, pp. 424-4281) details of the proof will not be 
given here. 
As another application of the invariant numbers we now give a proof of 
the perturbation Theorem 1.1. We first show 
21f all vi < 0 we have a singular point of the first kind. and hence all 8qj = 0. 
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FIG. 1. 
LEMMA 3.4. Letr,NEQ+, N > n(s - r), and B(z) be a power series 
in a root ofz. Then i(‘)(D) = i(‘)(D + zNB(z)). 
Proof We may again assume that r, N are integers and B(x) is a power 
series in z. Then from Definition 3.2 and Lemma 3.2 we obtain 
where 
i”‘(D) = n( s - r ) - d&‘, 
dg): = dimKe 0:) 
and N, is the first m such that dc) = dg!+,. By definition 02) and hence 
dz) only involves A(z) mod z “‘; thus i(‘)(D) depends only upon A(z) mod 
.zx+ ’ and the lemma is proved if N, < n(s - r). From Lemma 3.2(iii), (iv) we 
see that in the remaining case N, = n(s - T) and d$,)= n(s - T), but then in 
any case d $.J)+ 1 = n(s - r) too, and again i(‘)(D) only depends upon A(z) 
mod z”(S-‘).r n 
We now prove Theorem 1.1. Suppose q(z) is any diagonal entry of 
Q( zP ‘lp). Defining 
Ex= --z ‘+‘x’+ A(z) - zs+l 
one sees immediately that Ex = 0 has a formal fundamental solution 
H,(z)= F(z)zJexp(Q(z-“P) - g(z)Z). 
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Using Corollary 2 of Theorem 3.2, we see that for small rational 6 > 0 
n- 
i”‘(E) _ i(r+s)( E) 
6 = m(Q, 4)> (3.12) 
where m(Q, 4) denotes the number of entries oj( Z-~/P) of Q satisfying 
qj(z psb,"L- q(z)= z-'[cj+ o(l)]. 
Bx= -z’+~x’+ A(z)+z"'S-"B(z)-zS+'~q(z) x, 1 
then 
Bx = Ex + zn(s-r)B(Z)x, 
and Lemma 3.4 together with (3.12) and the analogous formula for E gives 
m@> 4) = m(Q, 4). 
Since this is true for all entries q of Q, Theorem 1.1 is proved. 
Finally, we apply the invariant numbers to the problem of determining 
when the Poincare rank of a given differential equation can be reduced. More 
precisely, given 
x’= B(z)r, B(z)=2 
a (formal) meromorphic transformation x = T(z)f with 
m 
-‘-l E Bkzk, B, # 0, (3.13) 
k=O 
T(z)= c Tkzk, detT(z)#O 
k=-M 
yields 
f’= B(z)?, B(z)=~(z)-'~(z)~(n)-T(z)-lT'(z), (3.14) 
and we want to determine whether there exists T(z) such that B(z) has a 
pole of order less than s + 1. The Poincare rank of the transformed equation is 
then less than s. 
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Now suppose that rank reduction to an integer r < s is possible. Then all 
polynomials qj in the exponential part of the formal fundamental solution 
have degrees r3qj < r, because the formal fundamental solutions for (3.13) and 
(3.14) only differ by a left factor T(z). According to results of [l, p. 2101 on 
formal meromorphic invariants, it is easy to see that this necessary condition 
is also sufficient. From Theorem 3.2, 8qj < r for all j = 1,. . . , n happens if 
and only if i(‘)( 0) = 0, and we have proved 
THEOREM 3.5. There exists a rwmnorphic transjbrmution that reduces 
the Poincan? rank of D to some integer r < s if am! only if i(‘)( D) = 0. 
So taking the smallest possible r such that i(‘)(D) = 0 gives the maximal 
rank reduction. 
Another consequence of aq, < r < s for all j is that the growth order 
h/p < s. In Section 2 we showed that this implies that A, is nilpotent. This is 
a well-known necessary condition for rank reduction. It cannot be sufficient, 
because also s - 1~ h/p < s is possible and this implies that A, is nilpotent 
but the rank cannot be reduced. 
REMARK. In Gerard and Levelt [7, Section 4A], statements containing 
Theorem 3.5 can be found. But our definition of the invariants has certain 
advantages. For example, the criterion i(‘)(D) = 0 may be tested in a simple 
way using the block matrices Bp)[ X]: 
i(‘)(D)=0 ifandonlyif defectB,$j_,,[X] =n(s-r). 
This also shows that Ba,..., B,,Cs_r)_l are involved in our condition. Finally, 
it is easy to see that this criterion is a generalization of Moser’s condition for 
reducing the rank of a differential equation of the second kind. 
More precisely, Moser [15] defines for (3.13) a rational number 
where r denotes the rank of B,,, as the order of B [or (3.13)]. Further he 
defines p(B) as the minimum value of all the orders of (formal) meromorphi- 
tally equivalent systems, i.e. 
p(B) = rn$im(T-‘BT - T-‘T’), 
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where the minimum is taken over all formal meromorphic transformations 
T(z). The Poincare rank of (3.11) and the Moser “order” minus 1 differ by at 
most (n - 1)/n: 
1 - 
n 
<m(B)-sgl. 
So there exists a meromorphic transformation that reduces the Poincare rank 
to some integer r < s if and only if 
@)-lgr. 
The reason for introducing m(B) was that it is possible to give a necessary 
and sufficient condition for m to be reducible by meromorphic transforma- 
tions and that this criterion only involves B, and Z?,. 
THEOREM (Moser [15]). Zf m(B) > 1, then (3.13) is reducible (i.e. 
Z.L( B) < m(B)) if and only if the polynomial 
p(h) = z’det [xZ+z”B(z)]],=,, r=rankB,, 
vanishes identically in A. 
If (3.13) is reducible, then, improving results of Moser, Dietrich [4] 
constructs a nonsingular matrix P,, such that x = T(z)2 with T(z)= 
P,diag(l,..., 1, z ,..., z) reduces the Moser order of (3.13). Applying the 
above procedure several times, if necessary, /.L( B) and thus the maximal rank 
reduction can be determined. Moreover, a meromorphic transformation tak- 
ing (3.13) to the maximally reduced system can be computed in this way. But 
contrary to Theorem 3.5, sufficient conditions for rank reduction obtained in 
this way are not in “closed’ form. 
We show now that Moser’s condition is imbedded in the condition of 
Theorem 3.5 in a natural way. 
PROPOSITION. For (3.13) the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) i(‘-r) < rank B,, 
(2) defe%(,, 
4 0 
B, + AI B, > defect B,. 
(3) p(A)=2 \ ‘“kBodet[XZ + z~B(z)]~,,~ vanishes identica2Zy in A. 
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REMARK. Since i(‘) decreases with increasing T, (1) is the mildest 
necessary condition for rank reduction that can be formulated in terms of 
invariant numbers. 
Proof. From the definition of i(‘-‘) we see that (1) is true if and only if 
since dg) = n - rank B, for all r < s. Then Lemma 3.2 implies that (1) is 
equivalent to d {“-‘) > d$,-‘), and according to the definition of the defects 
d jr) this yields (2). 
To show the equivalency of (2) and (3) let T = rank B,. Since a transfor- 
mation of B(z) into TB(z)T-’ with constant nonsingular T does not affect 
(2) and (3), we may assume that the first r columns of ZIO are linearly 
independent and the last n - r are 0. 
Now let by), bj’) denote the jth column of Z3,, B, + XI, respectively. 
Then the first r columns in the second block row in (2) can be made zero by 
elementary row operations (that do not change the defect), and thus (2) is 
equivalent to 
det(bJ:), ,..., b~‘,b\“’ ,..., Z$“)=O identically in X . (2’) 
On the other hand, if we put the factor z’ inside the determinant in (3) by 
multiplying the first r columns by z, then we can put z = 0 inside the 
determinant and see that (3) is equivalent to 
det( bi’),. . . , t$O’, @I,. . . , b!“) = 0 identically in A, 
or just (2’). This proves that (2) is equivalent to (3). n 
Finally, we remark that p(B) can be expressed by the invariant numbers. 
If rE {O,l,..., s - l} is maximal such that i(‘) f 0 for (3.13), then ZJ( B) = T 
+ 1 + i(‘)/n. Using the above proposition and Moser’s result, the proof is 
simple and is left to the reader. 
4. COMPARISON OF TWO CRITERIA FOR A REGULAR 
SINGULARITY AND A REFINED PERTURBATION THEOREM 
As we have remarked earlier and as a special case of our results in Section 
2, the property that z = 0 is a regular singular point of (0,l) can be 
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characterized by either of the following conditions: 
(A) There exists an integer m < n.s such that the defect d$ of A(2 = 
A,(X) is equal to its largest possible value, i.e., 
(see [17,18]). 
(B) The sequence of pole orders -rr[ ii,] of the “Lie matrices” defined by 
(2.14) is bounded. (See [9] and [ll]. Dietrich [3] has shown that it is even 
sufficient to have the pole orders of the first nM + 1 matrices bounded by M, 
with M < (n - 1)s.) See Wagenfiihrer [ 191 for a comprehensive discussion of 
the various criteria for regular singularities and their history. 
It is natural to ask whether there is a more explicit connection between these 
two criteria. In particular, if we define 
and 
N,=min{mEtU(77(r7V)<m forall V>O}, 
one could ask whether it is possible at the same time to have Ni be large and 
N, be small, or vice versa. An answer to these questions is important in 
comparing the numbers of steps required in using the two criteria. It is 
immediately obvious that both Nr and N, are formal analytic invariants of 
(0.1). They turn out to also be connected with another formal analytic 
invariant defined by 
N3 = min{m E IV 1 z ‘+‘x’= [A(z)x + .z”‘B(z)]x has a regular 
singular point at 0 for all analytic B(z)}, 
as we now state: 
THEOREM 4.1. Consider a diffkntial equation (0.1) having a regular 
sing&r point at z = 0, and let N,, N,, N3 be defined as above. Then 
N,=N,=N,+s. 
REMARK 4.1. The relation Ni = N, + s makes it possible to quantitatively 
compare criteria (A) and (B). In particular, one sees that if N, is small, the 
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calculations in (A) are over for Nr = N, + s, whereas one still has to check the 
orders of the poles in criterion (B) for ah v up to N + 1, even though the pole 
orders are small. Hence for many examples with fixed n and s, the steps 
required in checking criterion (A) may be substantially fewer. 
REMARK 4.2. The proof of Theorem 4.1 consists of first showing that 
Nr = Na and then showing that Ns = N, + s. For these proofs we use criteria 
(A) and (B), which makes them in a sense indirect. There is also a more 
direct, algebraic, but long and tedious proof of Nr = N, + s, but it is also not 
very revealing, so we choose not to give it here. We prefer the indirect, but 
more informative, arguments that follow. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We first show N3 < Nr. From the definition (2.4) 
we see that d$?j only depends upon the coefficients of z”, v = 0,. . . , Nr - 1, 
and hence is the same for all perturbed equations z ‘+ ‘x’ = [A(z) + zzViB( x )] r 
with analytic B(z). Thus since d $j = ns, they all have a regular singular point 
at 0. 
To show that Ns > N,, it suffices to produce a constant matrix B such that 
for the operator 
bx: =zs+k’- [A(z)+z'V'-'B]x=O. 
To see this is sufficient, from Lemma 3.2 we have 
and 
dg’(@ = d$!p,(@ forall m>,N,-1, 
so (fi) cannot be regular singular. Hence N3 > Nr - 1, which together with 
Ns < Nr implies Nr = Ns. To prove the existence of B satisfying (4.1) 
consider again the C(h>vector space 9 of all formal power series (in z) with 
coefficients in C(X)“, the linear operator D : 9 ---f 9 
Dy= --z "+'y'+ A(z)y - Xz”y, 
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and the linear operators D,,, : 9/z’? + Y/z”9 induced by D. Then by 
definition 
dky’( D) = dimcCA, Ke D, = dim,(,,{ p + ~“9 1 Dp E z’“.??}. 
Now define a subspace J? of z Nl- ‘9/z NIS, by 
Jr= {Dp+XNqDpEZN~-9}. (4.2) 
Then A is the Dimage of {~+x~~~ID~Ez~I-~~‘} and hence has 
dimension 
n- ( n-s-d$)_, = d$)_,+n -d@. I 1 ( I 1 
Since z Nl- ‘B/z N19 has dimension n, it has a subspace .N such that 
dim N = 11s - d(O)_ 4 1 and A”nA= (0). (4.3) 
Moreover, JV can be chosen so that it has a A-independent basis { z Nl~ ‘u i + 
zNP} with SN: = {a j} E C”. But in the proof of Lemma 3.2(ii), we also 
showed that 
where 7ro : 9/z NIP + P/z9 2: C(X) n is the natural projection. Hence there 
are disjoint subsets 9Yl, .%YB, of {e,, . . . , e,} consisting of 6 and n - 6 elements, 
respectively, such that 
span9?82n~oKeDN,= (0). 
Now choosing a mapping that maps S?r one-to-one onto gX, and 9?a to { 0}, 
and extend it linearly to C(A)“. The corresponding matrix B is A-independent 
and has the properties 
KeBnrro(KeDN,)= {0}, z~~-~Bc+z~~S)EJVI if cEC(X)“. 
Now we prove that d$i_ 1(b) = d%:(b) for D = D + z~I-~B. The proof 
of Lemma 3.2(ii) again shows that the statement 
Ir,KeD),,= (0) (4.5) 
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is sufficient for that purpose. So let p E 9, p = pa mod ~9, and 
Then Op E zNl- ‘9’; hence by (4.2), (4.4), and finally (4.3) we have 
2F1B( -p,)+zN19=~+zNlSIE~n~= (0). 
Therefore Bp, = 0 and L$ = 0 mod ~~19’. But this implies 
and hence p, = 0 because of (4.4). This proves rO( p) = 0 for all p such that 
Qp = 0 mod zNlp, and that is (4.5). 
To show that Ns = N, + s, we first pass to the notation of Section 2, using 
Theorem 2.2. Criterion (B) then is equivalent to (B’): (1.1) is regular singular 
if and only if the sequence { k.s - mk } is bounded above, where 
m,=max{ZENID(X)kBCZ’~}; 
in this notation we also have 
Ns = “,“(k” - mk). 
For convenience we introduce a valuation w(L) for operators 
by 
(4.6) 
L:9-+9 
(4.7) 
Of course ~(0~) = cc and we define w(L) to be - cc if the set is empty. It 
is then easily seen that for L,, L,: 9 -9 with w(L,),w(L,)> -cc we 
have 
44 + 4) 
zmin(w(L,),w(L,)), 
= min(w(Li), w(L,)) if w(Li) + w(&), 
(4.8) 
and 
w(L, o L,) > w(L,)+ w(L,). (4.9) 
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Using D(x)(z”x)= z”D(A + v)x, we see, in addition, that mk = w(D(X)~). 
Now to prove Na 6 N, + s it suffices to show 
w(Mv+z N~+"B(z)]k)H.s-N, for all k, (4.10) 
because this means that ks - 61, for the perturbed equation is bounded 
above, and hence in view of (B’) the perturbed equation is regular singular. 
To show (4.10) we observe that [D(X)+ z~~+‘B(z)]~ is a finite sum of 
products of the form 
D(~)“‘~[~N2+“B(~)]P’oD(~)“2~ . . . +N~+s~(z)]pp~ D(h)““+‘, 
(4.11) 
where all ui, pi are positive integers except possibly for v1 or o,+ r (which 
may be zero) and 
P+l 
c vi+ 5 pLi=k. 
i=l i=l 
(4.12) 
Using (4.9), we obtain for products of the form (4.11) 
P+l 
W( .**)a C m,+(Np,+s) fI Pi* 
i=l i=l 
Because m,, > sui - N,, we obtain, using (4.12), 
which is at least ks - N,, since the pi are positive integers. Because all 
summands of [D(A) + z Nz’“B(z)]k have the form (4.11) (4.10) now follows 
from (4.8). 
To show that Ns < N, + s is impossible, we prove there exists a constant 
matrix B and a sequence k, E N, k l + CO, such that 
+‘(A)+~ W-ljj] ‘I) = kls - N, - 1, ZEN. (4.13) 
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This is sufficient for proving that Ns < IV, + s is impossible, because then 
{ ks - h, } for the perturbed equation is not bounded above and hence the 
perturbed equation is not regular singular, by (B’). To prove (4.13) we denote 
by K the smallest natural number such that KS - mK = N,. Then there exists 
a nonzero matrix C(h) with entries in C(X) such that 
where R(z, x,,) is a power series in z depending upon x0. We can write then 
w( D(iqK - z Ks-Nc( A)) 2 KS - N‘ + 1. (4.14) 
Because of the choice of K we have 
(4.15) 
Now we choose k, =(K + 1)Z + K and B = C(h,)*, where X, is any 
complex number such that the denominators of the entries of C(h) do not 
vanish and C(X,) # 0 (and * denotes the adjoint matrix). Then K(X) is not 
nilpotent, because the nonzero hermitian matrix C(X,)*C(X,) cannot be 
nilpotent. Now [D(A)+ z~z+‘~‘B] kl is a sum of products of the form 
o(X)“’ .(ZNz+~-l~)C~o~(h)“*. . . . o(ZN2+~-lg)a~o~(~)D~+~, 
(4.16) 
where all oi, pi are nonzero (except possibly for ol, u,,+~) and 
P+l 
C vi + i pi = k,. 
i=l i=l 
(4.17) 
One of the products (4.16) is D(X)K [ zNz+‘- ‘BD( X)K] ‘. An easy induction 
using (4.14) shows that 
W-‘BD(A)~] ’ _ Z”~“-N~-“c(x)[BC(A)]z) 
a k,s - N, - 1-t 1. 
(4.18) 
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For ail other products of the form (4.16) at most 2 of the numbers oi can be 
greater or equal to K, and using (4.8) and (4.15) we obtain for them 
P+l 
w( -**>a ip[D(q”‘]+(N,+s-l) 5 Pi. 
i=l 
P+l 
> ,~~(ois-~~)+p+l-E+(~~+s-l) ; pi. 
i=l 
Using (4.17), this yields 
W( *~+k,s-iV,+l-z-p(N,-l)+(N,-l) ; /JLi. 
i=l 
Since all pi are at least 1, we obtain 
w(***)>,k,s-N&+1 (4.19) 
for all products (4.16) except the one in (4.18). As before, this implies 
Using (4.8) and the fact that C( X)[ BC( X)]’ # 0, this implies (4.13). The proof 
of Theorem 4.1 is now complete. W 
REMARK 4.4. If r is any fixed, but arbitrary, integer in { 1,. . . , s - l}, 
then Theorem 4.1 (and its proof) can be generalized to the property that (0.1) 
has all solutions of exponential order < r at 0. (The case r = 0 is the regular 
singular case and r = s is trivial.) This property can be characterized by 
either of the following conditions: 
(A,) There exists an integer m < n(s - T) such that the defect dg) of 
A(A)(X) is equal to its largest possible value, i.e. dg) = m(s - r). (See Section 
3.3.) 
(B,) The sequence of pole orders ~(6,) of the “Lie matrices” defined by 
(2.14) is dominated by Z)T +const. (See [12].) 
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Similar to N,, N,, N3, we can now define 
N,(‘)=min{m~NJd~)=n(s- r)}, 
NJ’)= min{ m E N 1 ~(6,) < m + UT for all u > 0}, 
Ni” =min{mENIz ‘+‘x’ = [A(z)+ z’“B(z)]x has all solutions of 
exponential order < r at 0 for all B( z ) analytic at O}. 
Theorem 4.1 now generalizes to 
THEOREM 4.2. Consider a differential equation (0.1) having all solutions 
of exponential order < r at 0, and let N{‘), NJ’), NJ’) be defined as above. 
Then 
Nj” = Njr) = Nz”’ + s - ,.. 
The proof follows directly by making only small modifications in the 
above proof and is therefore omitted. 
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